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FOREWORD 

 

Every sales strategy aims to answer three questions: 

• Where should we sell? Sales planning that defines our universe—territories, quotas, account segments, and 

sales capacities; the building blocks of the sales strategy. 

• How should we sell? Sales incentive programs inspiring the right behaviors that drive sellers to the results we 

need. 

• What should we sell? Sales insights that determine the things we need to do to increase sales performance. 

Sales Capacity plays a large part of sales planning in defining “where should we sell?”. Ongoing sales planning is critical to 

helping keep the sales organization on track throughout the year. Sales Capacity Planning is Anaplan’s intelligence-

driven solution that measures and analyzes sales performance metrics to help sales leaders align their team’s capacity 

and coverage to expected corporate targets. This solution can help leaders identify different strategic levers that enable 

their organizations to reach optimal capacity.  

 

Capacity analysis uncovers gaps between sales team capacity and the organization’s targets, taking into account 

different factors which help leaders discover alternative courses of action. For example, if low win rates are identified 

as a factor impeding sales capacity, strategic investments may include improved sales enablement processes or 

enhanced market and competitive analysis. If long sales cycles are a factor, capacity analysis might indicate that an 

investment in predictive capabilities to evaluate buyer intent could help you identify accounts that are more inclined to 

buy and provide cross-selling insights. 

 

This guide addresses specific capacity planning efforts that, along with territory planning, quota planning, and account 

segmentation help answer the first question of the sales strategy, “Where should we sell?”. The following represents 

Anaplan’s point of view on sales capacity planning best practices based on industry-leading research and customer 

experience. 

 

SALES CAPACITY PLANNING 

 

Sales capacity planning serves as a bridge between an organization’s current state and where they need to be to hit their 

revenue targets. It involves measuring and quantifying the revenue and performance capability of the sales organization, 

comparing this capacity with revenue targets, and identifying actions based on planning insights to efficiently improve 

sales performance. 

 
Many sales organizations do not formally include capacity planning as part of their sales planning process. Sales leaders 

do have a direct influence on their organizational capacity through coaching and training activities, hiring and workforce 

planning decisions, helping with negotiating deals and managing opportunities, etc. But what about planning for 

capacity and sales coverage? This is where Anaplan’s scenario planning and what-if modeling and analytics can provide 

insights previously out of reach. 

 
There are many factors that can influence sales capacity. In addition to measuring performance and calculating baseline 

metrics, Anaplan’s capacity planning model can factor in insights such as new hire impact based on predive account 

scores, expenses, ramp time, attrition, and seasonality. Metrics are calculated at the sales rep level and rolled up across 
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the sales organization. Modeling assumptions such as selling time per year are configurable by role and used along with 

different levers to perform what-if scenario analyses. 

 

 
Source: https://blogs.gartner.com/steve-rietberg/sales-capacity-matters/  

 

In a Gartner blog article entitled Why Sales Capacity Matters, Steve Rietner writes:  

As you can imagine, a reusable model pays dividends when projecting sales capacity. But it also requires ongoing 
care and feeding. So what’s your return on investment? 

Calculating sales capacity at each level of the sales organization will allow you to quickly identify issues 
threatening sales’ ability to deliver on commercial goals.  

Reitner states that you can apply insights from sales capacity analysis to several downstream processes, such as sales 
force sizing and headcount planning, quota setting, and sales forecasting.  

Aberdeen, in its report entitled Automate through analytics: Unifying workforce planning through a single system of 

truth, states that when companies move beyond manual processes such as spreadsheet-based planning and unify their 
workforce data using a central analytics engine "they can significantly improve their ability to understand emerging 
workforce pressures, fill new and/or existing skills gaps and respond to individual employee performance 
issues before they affect revenue.” 
 
Anaplan’s Sales Capacity Planning solution reveals insights that help sales leaders evaluate their team’s current and 
historic performance to optimize sales efforts going forward. Anaplan’s Predictive Insights—artificial intelligence (AI) 
capabilities that can identify the greatest market opportunities—evaluates third party market data including company 
growth trends, business partnerships, hiring trends, buyer intent signals, and buyer propensity insights to gain a deeper 
understanding of customers. 
 
Use planning metrics and statistics along with predictive algorithms to:  
 

• Increase capacity (revenue) through sales enablement and hiring 
o Help your team focus more on actual selling (hours worked per year) and improving negotiation and 

closing skills based on selling styles and KPIs for individual reps 

• Use predictive scores to determine the greatest new hire impacts by region and role 

• Plan for achievable hiring goals by region and team 

https://blogs.gartner.com/steve-rietberg/sales-capacity-matters/
https://blogs.gartner.com/steve-rietberg/sales-capacity-matters/
https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx-36669
https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx-36669
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o Include ramping by role, skills, expenses, and seasonality 

• Measure & quantify current capability and use what-if scenarios and various levers to fill gaps and find optimal 
capacity 

o Validate the number of sellers needed based on known market opportunity and sales targets 
 

 
 

Anaplan’s Sales Capacity Planning solution also complements territory and quota planning as part of sales planning. This 
methodology follows a best-in-class approach as recommended by industry analysts and thought leaders. By leveraging 
Predictive Insights, leaders can find ways to deploy their resources and personnel more efficiently.  

Capacity Metrics and Sales Effectiveness 

 
Anaplan leverages capacity metrics that are calculated from the bottom for an individual seller then across the sales 
hierarchy to optimize capacity. This type of approach allows for bottom-up planning and the ability to evaluate each 
seller’s strengths and weaknesses so leaders can improve sales performance to increase capacity.  
 
Aggregated metrics reveal which team, territory, region, and area is under or over capacity and headcount gaps. 
 

Capacity is calculated as follows: capacity = deals per year * win rate * average deal size 

 
Additional metrics can be calculated for individuals and teams and used for sales effectiveness planning, and what-if 
capacity analysis. These include: 
 

Individual Metrics Team and Region Metrics 

Sales Capacity Percent Sales Capacity Percent 

Sales Capacity Sales Capacity 
Target Target 

Prior Year Sales Average Prior Year Sales 

Annual Close Rate Average Closing Ratio 
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Ideal Pipeline Size Ideal Pipeline Size 
Hours to Work a Deal Average Time to Sell 

Deals per Year Deals per Year 

Average Opportunity Size Average Opportunity Size 

Projected Capacity Projected Capacity 
Win Rate Win Rate 

*Selling Style  

 
*Selling Styles are unique by seller.   Pipeline size needs to be unique to each seller’s selling style. Selling Style can be 

identified using quantitative data demonstrated by Ideal Pipeline Size. This takes the guesswork out of the equation and 
provides information to sales managers so they can help their team sell more effectively.   
 
The formula to calculate Ideal Pipeline Size is = Annual Quota/Target ÷ Annual Close Rate.  This yields the appropriate 

multiplier by sales rep.  
 

New Hire Impact Analysis  

 
New Hire Impact Analysis provides sales leaders and sales ops with strategic suggestions as to where the most potential 
revenue will be gained by indicating where headcount should be placed by role and by region.  
 
Predictive Value is calculated by using the predictive engine’s account score and used to determine where the biggest 
impact will occur. 
 
Account data can be easily pushed into the predictive engine via existing native integration available through the UI. 
Data is then enriched, modeled, scored, and ranked. Data can then be imported back into the planning model and used 
to enhance the planning process. 

Predictive Value is calculated based on score ranges for current and opportunity accounts by product. Accounts with a 

higher score (on a scale of 0 to 100), and higher ranking (A, B, C, D, and F), along with other factors, are assigned a higher 

potential dollar value. 

Capacity Factors 

 
Time and cost factors such as ramp time (selling effectiveness), attrition rates, and total resource expense are often 
overlooked while planning for capacity. 
 
These factors are analyzed and incorporated into the capacity planning model, so planning is more accurate. Attrition 
and ramp assumptions can be viewed and input by role for fiscal intervals setup according to business needs. 
 

What-if Scenarios  

 
Configure assumptions for time to sell by role, ramp, and employee expenses.  
 
Create scenarios that work in conjunction with different configurable input factors (levers) such as win rate, selling time, 
average deal size, and headcount, allowing for multiple outcomes.  
 
Test and analyze assumptions by comparing scenarios to evaluate adjustments to help determine best approaches to 
maximize capacity at the sub-region (team) level. 
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Select best scenario outcome at the team level to eliminate alerts and balance capacity. 

Benefits of Sales Capacity Planning  

Sales Capacity Planning analysis enables organizations to make more strategic decisions to drive growth and efficiency. 
Sales performance metrics, what-if modeling capabilities, and scenario comparison help companies test out assumptions 
and evaluate alternatives in terms of employee headcount and skills development. Anaplan enables cross-functional 
collaboration between Sales, Finance, and HR by ensuring that planned sales headcount fits into the company’s broader 
hiring plan. Anaplan customers save time and money across multiple departments using data-driven outcomes and a 
repeatable methodology. 
 
Benefits of Anaplan Sales Capacity Planning are: 
 

• Create sales coverage models using sales factors and buyer propensity insights to ensure you achieve revenue 
targets 

• Increase accuracy (rationality) of goals and targets 
• Calculate capacity and gaps across sales channels to determine your likelihood of hitting sales targets 
• Identify and model potential strategies to optimize sales coverage (e.g., win rates, sales duration, average selling 

price, conversion rates, discount percentages or others) 
• Increase seller productivity by modeling capacity with buyer propensity and intent data to focus sellers on the 

right accounts 
• Simulate sales head count changes, organizational growth, and the potential revenue impact of restructuring. 

SALES CAPACITY –  DASHBOARDS AND DEMO FLOW 

Following sections contain dashboards with talking points and differentiators.  

Sales Capacity Overview 

 
This is the landing page (first dashboard) in the demo.  
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DEMO SETUP NOTE: Prior to starting the demo flow, select the “Baseline Scenario”, or leave the selection blank, as the 
Select Final Scenario at the bottom of the Sales Capacity Scenario Analysis dashboard. 
 

 
 
The landing dashboard is where sales and sales operation leaders view the overall state of planning, alerts, and new 
tasks necessary to more easily complete his or her job. The Overview dashboard presents KPI and high-level information 
in charts about four major concerns for planning capacity; region revenue capacity vs target, headcount capacity vs 
target, sales velocity and effectiveness, and sales personnel costs. Drilldowns (links) to detailed dashboards for each 
alert, task, and KPI are provided so Sales Leaders can easily review and take action.  
 

Use this dashboard, KPI, and charts to discuss capacity planning in general; projected capacity, headcount gap, average 

deal size, and average win rate. For the US East Region there is overcapacity but with a headcount gap of 2. We’ll drill 

down via page links to investigate. 

 

Select different regions, US West, US South and US East, and point out Revenue and Headcount chart changes. 

 

Capacity is calculated using sales rep metrics and rolled up across the hierarchy and compared to targets at each level. 

Capacity is calculated as follows: Capacity = deals per year * win rate * average deal size 

 

Point out that KPI metrics are averages for the Company, Region etc. 

 
In order to understand where we need to focus our planning as a sales leader, we want to start with taking a look at our 
current capacity and review region and sub-region variances and headcount gaps. Select US East from the top of the 
page to drill down to the Capacity Planning dashboard to analyze and plan at the sub-region level.  
 
 

• Click the Region Revenue Capacity vs Target link from the first chart on the home page to drill into sub-region 

the Capacity Planning page 

Capacity Planning 

 
Review region and sub-region current capacity and headcount gaps to understand where additional capacity is needed 
and where any capacity can be cut or moved to help cover gaps. 
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If not selected Click US East in the Capacity by Region grid, then Northeast 
 
We can see that within the US East Region, the Northeast team (sub-region) is currently over capacity and likely won’t 
make their target. Projected capacity is under for each quarter of this year and it seems that this team has a headcount 
gap. The average deals per year seems a bit low as does the average win rate. We’ll drill down even further to look at 
individual performance for the team to see if there might be any action we might take to improve sales effectiveness.  
 
Click the Northeast and then Mid-Atlantic Sub-Regions in the Sub-Region Capacity grid to change the target vs 
projected capacity chart in the bottom right of the page. 
 
Click on the Sub-Region Capacity link to drill to more detail.  
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Sales Effectiveness 

 

Capacity and performance metrics for sales teams and team members are displayed in this page. 
 

 
 
Tom, Monica, and Jenna look like they will not make their targets – they are all over capacity. The deals per year metrics 
looks a low for Tom and Monica compared to their peers across other teams and to last year’s sales. Monica and Jenna’s 
win rate look a bit low for this area as well.  
 
We can also see the team’s projected pipeline and selling style along with other performance metrics. Based on this 
information along with current close rates and selling styles I believe we can add additional accounts to this territory, 
work on increasing Monica and Jenna’s win rates via training for these reps. 
 
Select a sales rep, e.g. Tom Frazier, in the grid, and sales history below is filtered for the selected individual.  
 
Select Tim Gilmore in the grid. 
 
As a manager I can review sales history along with predictive rank and scores to gain more understanding about each 
salesperson’s accounts and selling style. I can enter comments and send email to more closely collaborate with each rep 
and my team. 
 
Scroll down and view sales history. Point out lower ranked accounts and enter a comment for Tim about going after 

low ranked accounts. Closing rate will increase and time to sell will decrease if Tim pays more attention to account rank, 

score, and intents. 

 

Copy the comment entered for Tim. Click the email button paste int the comment and send an email to Tim.  

 
Select Sales Capacity What-if from the top drop-down menu. 
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Sales Capacity What-if 

 
This page is where sales leaders create scenarios and overwrite default assumptions and what-if levers used in analysis. 
 

 
 
Instead of adding headcount to meet the Northeast Team’s target, we’ll look at increasing projected capacity for Tom, 
Monica, and Jeanna. It’s more desirable to adjust win rate, deal size or selling time factors and enable the current team 
to sell more and sell smarter to meet their targets than it is to hire new sales reps. Win rate projections can be increased 
slightly for Monica and Jenna – they’ve just had training for closing out deals more quickly and have been going on “ride 
alongs” with Tom and their manager. Average Deal Size should be increased for Tim this year because additional “A” 
ranked accounts were just added to his territory and he will be paying less attention to lower ranked accounts. 
 
Override Tom’s Selling Time to 80% and Deal Size to 1,250M, Monica’s Win Rate to 30% and Selling Time to 75%. And 
adjust Jenna’s Deal Size to 700K. We can increase Tom and Monica’s selling time because the new intern will be tasked 
with helping with their administrative tasks such as keeping CRM up-to-date. 
 
Add a Snapshot Name and Description and click the Create & Run Sales Capacity Snapshot button. 
 
We’ll create another scenario for adding headcount. We’ve just received notification from HR that we can add two 
additional sales reps to the region. Hiring will add additional coverage for additional accounts not currently included. 
 
Click the Attrition Analysis and Ramp Assumptions link from the menu or page. (see the next screen shot/page) 
 
Enter the number 1 in the # of Headcount to Add input field. Click the Add Headcount check box. (If not entered from 
the Attrition and Ramp Assumption, Add Headcount action and check box.) 
 
Review the results in the grid below. (May still need to tweak a couple of factors to balance capacity to target.) 
 
Add a Snapshot Name and Description and click the Create & Run Sales Capacity Snapshot button.  
NOTE: It’s not necessary to create this scenario. We have a head count scenario seeded for the demo. 
 
Click Scenario Analysis at the bottom of the page. 
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Attrition Analysis and Ramp Assumptions  

 
View statistical attrition estimates along with ramp profiles by role. Add To-be-hired headcount and override ramp 
assumptions. 
 

 
 
 
This dashboard displays attrition estimates based on statistical calculation. We can use this information when planning 
for our sales team’s capacity. Should we request additional headcount to start ramping up talent now instead of waiting 
until people leave or are promoted? 
 
Ramp profiles by role are also reviewed in this page. We can see the state of our team and regions based on time in role 
and role assumptions. Ramp assumptions can be overridden at the individual level if appropriate. Ramping is used to 
calculate attainment to target based on time in the role for each individual and applied to What-if analysis scenarios. 
 

Enter a new hire for the Northeast sub-region and override the Ramp to Fast. Let’s say that we’re hiring an 
experienced AE for the year and expect him to get up-to-speed very quickly. 

 
Add a 2nd TBH for the Northeast and leave ramp as is. 
 
Talk about how new hire ramping is included in the What-if calculations when adding headcount. Navigate back to the 
What-if dashboard and show the change in headcount expenses.  
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Scenario Analysis  

 

Analyze and compare scenarios to determine the optimal capacity and take action to adjust capacity. 

 

 
 
The baseline scenario (capacity is not adjusted) is compared to three additional scenarios provided to the model. We can 
create additional scenarios and compare those to the baseline as well. Point out the variances in the bottom grid using 
the Compare to Scenario selection drop-down widget in the bottom left on the page. Change the “Compare to Scenario” 
selection and discuss the various levers used in the “What-if” dashboard and advantages and disadvantages of each of 
the adjustments made. 

 
In the first comparison (Increase Selling Hours) we can meet capacity if we slightly increase selling hours. This might be 
do-able based on Tom and Monica’s latest enablement training and by adding an intern to help with administrative 
tasks. However, the intern will likely only be around for a few months.  
 
For the next comparison, choose the “Increase Win Rate Scenario” and “Add 1 Headcount Scenario”. When looking at 
this scenario’s results we see capacity is greatly increased which is great! Let’s make sure the projected increase in 
revenue outweighs the increase in headcount costs and overall team costs. There is also potential attrition to think 
about as well.  
 
Select “Increase Win Rate Scenario” as the Select Final Scenario at the bottom of the page. 
 

 
 
Navigate back to the Sales Capacity Overview page. The Alert for the Northeast team is resolved 
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Expenses by Role 

 
Employee expenses are managed in this page and used in What-if scenario planning. 
 

 
Employee expense can be imported from HR and entered for new hires if needed. Expenses are taken into account when 
adding headcount in What-if analysis and Scenario comparisons. 
 
This information helps sales leaders to see the full picture of capacity during planning and analysis. Does it make sense 
to hire additional salespeople based on additional costs? If attrition is projected, will it cost me more or less in the long 
run to hire someone sooner than later, and when? Based on ramping profile when will the new hire be up-to-speed? 
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New Hire Impact Analysis  

 
Use this page to see where to place new hires causing the greatest impact to revenue. 
 

 
 

This dashboard provides sales leaders and sales ops with strategic suggestions as to where the most potential 

will be gained by indicating where headcount should be placed by role and by region. Predictive Value based on 

the predictive engine’s account scores are used for determining the highest impact. 

 

Select the US East region if not selected already and review the headcount gaps by role in the middle chart. 

 

Projected Capacity and Projected Employee Expense by region charts are located in the top left on the 

dashboard. The expense chart ties back to the employee expenses page. 

 

Based on approved headcount (or desired headcount) and standard quota, sales leaders or operations can enter 

headcount by role and for region in the top right table. The Headcount Effectiveness chart displays plus and 

minus headcount counts across region and teams and updates when headcount is entered into the Capacity 

Assumption grid.  

• The darker the highlight in the grid, the more impact adding headcount will have based on predictive 

value numbers that roll up to each region and sub region. 1 is entered in the grid for the Northeast for 

the Enterprise role based on the highest impact for this team. 

The table at the bottom of the page displays coverage, potential, number of accounts, potential un-covered 

account value, gaps, and impact details. 

 

Sales Leaders see not only the team impact by region but also see impact on employee costs. 
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SALES CAPACITY PLANNING PROCESS FLOW 

Following is the process flow depicted in the new Model. 
 

 
 
The planning model encompasses all of the process steps necessary for applying best practices while planning for 

capacity. It also incorporates Predictive Insights which enhances the overall planning process.  

 

For actual implementation, it may be beneficial to combine the Territory Planning and Sales Capacity Planning processes 

into a single model. Much of the same data and hierarchies are used for both planning models. Quite often both 

processes are performed in conjunction with one another. 

 

Data comes from many different sources for this solution. It’s a best practice and in the long run easier, and less costly 

to create a Data Hub to move data to and from source and target systems.  Data brought into the model determines the 

different functionality that can be built to support the dashboards and analysis. 

 

• Salespeople are imported in from HR or from CRM 

• Salesperson Role, role start/end date (if any) 

• Expenses such as salary, bonus, commission, travel, and general payroll/401K/healthcare costs 

• Targets from TAM/SAM/SOM can be imported from finance or input manually  

o It’s best to have these numbers broken down by quarter 

• Territory Hierarchy and Assignments (if not including capacity and territory planning in one model) 

• Historic Sales are needed to calculate performance metrics 

• Predictive Indicators and lifts 

 

Sales Account data needs to be modeled and ranked/scored in the predictive platform if not already done. See below for 

more information re: creating predictive models and importing data into the Sales Capacity Planning model. Once 

account data is ranked, we use a derived Predictive Value to find the greatest hiring impact across roles and the sales 

hierarchy. 
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Anaplan Model  

 
The Anaplan Model used as the basis for the Sales Capacity Planning Model can be downloaded from the Anaplan Demo 
Master Workspace. The Pipeline Optimization model (which includes some of the CORE18 SPM modules) was used as a 
basis. Account data was modeled in the Predictive Insights Platform using a multi-product approach. Hallaway Golf 
Services and Software products where used for the Predictive Model. 
 
Predictive Score and Rank, Account Segmentation Score, and Weighted Score can all be used to evaluate the likelihood 
of closing a deal while reviewing current sales and sales history in the Sales Effectiveness dashboard.  
 
Ideal Pipeline Size is calculated per the following: 

• Ideal Pipeline Size 
• Pipeline Size: Sales Quota / Annual Close Rate for each rep 

• Annual Close Rate  
• Close Rate: Rep Sales over past 12 months / Average Size of Pipeline past 12 Months 

• Selling Style is based on the Ideal Pipeline Size and Annual Close Rate. 
 

Capacity is calculated as follows: Capacity = deals per year * win rate * average deal size 
• Capacity is calculated using sales rep metrics and rolled up across the hierarchy and compared to targets at each 

level. 
Assumptions are examples and can be overridden by role. 
 
Final Scenario Selection can be made at the sub-region (team) level and effect the alerts displayed in the Sales Capacity 
Overview dashboard. 

Import Enrichment and Intent Data  

 
Historic sales data is imported into Anaplan and pushed into the Predictive Insights platform and modeled. Once the 
sales account data is enriched, scored, and ranked by the predictive engine it is imported back into the Anaplan model. 
Sales data is appended with scores and ranks, and firmographic information. Intent indicators are imported along with 
lift information if desired. Integration is easily achieved using model actions and predictive platform direct connection 
pre-built adapters. 
 
It’s not mandatory to model historic sales data for sales capacity planning but by doing so it provides additional insights 
to sales rep effectiveness. Scores and ranks can also be used to create a predictive value used to determine where the 
new hires have the greatest impact. Other algorithms can be used for impact analysis instead of predictive value. If 
combining Sales Capacity Planning with Territory and Quota planning then it’s highly recommended to include 
predictive modeling as ranks, scores, and predictive spend are used throughout Territory and Quota Planning. 
 
If sales account data is pushed directly into the Predictive AI Engine from Anaplan (recommended approach), the unique 

Anaplan code can be retained and matched during re-import. Data will still need to be modeled, enriched, and scored 
within Predictive Insights before re-importing back to the Anaplan Model. See basic Predictive Insights Set-Up Steps 
below. 
 
The advantage to using the push from Anaplan is that the data doesn’t need massaging before re-importing. 
Firmographic metrics are easily retained and mapping to create a geo hierarchy won’t be needed if your sales data is 

located within the sales or territory hierarchy. 

 
Anaplan has provided integrations between Anaplan models and the Predictive Insights platform. Please see the 
Periodic Scoring and Enrichment for Predictive Insights guide on Hi Spot for full details and step-by-step instructions. 
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ANAPLAN MODEL AND PREDICTIVE INSIGHTS PLATFORM INTEGRATION  

Initial integration Model Actions  
 
Here are the basic configuration steps for the predictive platform. Detailed instructions can be found in the Predictive 
Insights Record Scoring and Enrichment guide.  

 
Anaplan model actions to be included in a customer or custom model are: 
 

• Export to PI Action  
• Name the action PI Export Action 
• Account data export from Anaplan to the predictive insights platform; positive list (customers/accounts) 

and house list (prospects) 

• Export two separate files (CSV), include Account information (Name, website (if available), State, 

Country, and Code from the Accounts list. Account attributes are used for matching to accounts within 

Mintigo. Name the export module PI Export Module. 

• Import to Anaplan Action 
• Create imports to account and intent lists and modules to update account scores, ranks, firmographic 

data, intents and lifts.  
• Create an Intent list and module 

• Intent names, intents enabled to be exported in the PI platform, can be pasted into your module 
blueprint. Instructions for this are included in this and the step-by-step guide. 

• Intent values can be managed with boolean line items. Each account will have many intents, 
different from one another based on account activities.  

• If importing lift and lift percentages, create a lift list and module. 
 
Note the Anaplan Workspace ID and the Anaplan Model ID for later entry into Predictive Insights platform. The IDs are 
found in the text of the Anaplan model URL. The IDs are also found in the   About section.  
 
Following is the basic data integration flow. Additional configuration steps are needed for the Predicative Insights 
platform. 
 

 
 

https://community.anaplan.com/t5/Predictive-Insights/Predictive-Insights-Record-Scoring-and-Enrichment-in-Anaplan/ta-p/80711
https://community.anaplan.com/t5/Predictive-Insights/Predictive-Insights-Record-Scoring-and-Enrichment-in-Anaplan/ta-p/80711
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Predictive Insights Configuration Steps  

 
You will need to configure exports from PI to append account / lead data with scores and rank for each product, and any 
firmographic data you might like. These line items can exist in the account list and module or a separate module. 
Another configuration is needed in the PI Platform to export all desired indicators per account. A separate list and 
module will be needed in the model to hold lift factors for each indicator if wanting to view lift percent for each 
indicator used to score each account. 

 
In the PI Platform: 
 

• Ensure the applicable Predictive Insights Model (“Market”) is created. 
o Confirm the name of the Market that will be used. 

• Be sure to enable relevant fields for enrichment for Export. 
o Fields can be enabled for export by toggling ON the slider next to the field under the Enrichment tab for 

that Market. 

• The instance of Predictive Insights is enabled for integration to the Anaplan platform. 
o If the Anaplan logo is NOT shown on the Settings External Platforms screen, contact Anaplan Customer 

Care or submit request to Anaplan Support.  

• Ensure the user has permission to set up the integration. 

• Ensure the user is enabled for non-Single-Sign On access through the Anaplan “Front Door”. 

 
 

Enable a Connection: 
 

• Create a connection to Anaplan (toggle on) using the Anaplan connector in the Settings tab and save 

• Schedule an on-going integration and Save 
 

Configure the connection to the applicable Market (your predictive model) 
 

• In the Markets tab, in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, select Other -> Market Integrations and 
navigate to the Anaplan tab. 

 
• Add the Anaplan Workspace and Model IDs 

• Enable the columns to enrich by toggling “On” the Anaplan File Field next to the field name 
o Required fields are marked with an asterisk* 

• Select the fields that will be sent from Predictive Insights to the Anaplan model. Click the “Exportable MI’s” box. 
o These are the additional Indicator data fields that will be appended to records in the Anaplan platform. 

• Select the fields that will be sent from Anaplan to Predictive Insights in the “Record Columns” box.  
o Include the minimum required input fields enabled above, in addition to the Predictive Score and Rank. 
o It is strongly recommended to include a record ID field (e.g., Account ID, Contact ID, etc.) as a unique 

identifier. This is to ensure that data is mapped accurately between the two systems. If such a field is 
not available, use Lead Email Address, Company URL, or Company Name. 

In the example below, Company Name, Company Website, Lead Email Address, and Lead ID are all included to 
accurately identify the source record. Predictive Score and Rank are the results of the Predictive Insights model on 
the likelihood that a given record will convert 
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• Click Save. Do not exit the screen.  

• Prepare to set up the integration in the Anaplan platform by selecting “View Export Module Columns”.  

• Leave this screen open because you will return to this page to copy input field names and enter Import and 
Export actions created in the next step. 

 

Configure Anaplan Model Integration Actions  

 

Export to PI Action 
If you haven’t exported your account/lead data and created your predictive model using the Anaplan Model’s list then 
setup this Export action in order to enrich your account/lead data within Anaplan. 
  

• In the Predictive Insights platform select Other  Market Integrations and in the Anaplan tab click on the ‘View 
Export Module Columns’.  

• This will display the fields that will be used as Line Items in the Module that exports the data from Anaplan 
to Predictive Insights.  

• Log in to the Anaplan platform Front Door using the non-SSO user confirmed in Section 

• If it doesn’t exist already, create a new module named “PI Enrichment Export” 

• Select the “Accounts”/ “Leads” list as the rows and “Line Items” as the columns. 

• Copy and paste the Export Module Fields displayed in the Predictive Insights platform into the Line Items 
box. 

• Navigate to the Blueprint view for the PI Enrichment Export module 

• Change field settings to match input data from Predictive Insights platform. Verify the data type of 
Predictive Insights input fields by selecting Other  Market Settings under the Field Mapping tab. 

• Return to the Grid View and populate the fields with placeholder data. Actual data can be imported at a later 
time. 

• Select Data-  Export 

• Set File Type to Comma Separated Values (.csv) 

• Check the “Save Export Definition” checkbox 

• In the Export Name field, type: PI_Enrichment_Export 

• Return to the Predictive Insights platform and enter PI_Enrichment_Export as the Export Action. Click Save. 

 

Import to Anaplan Action 
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• In the Predictive Insights platform, navigate to the Market Integrations  Anaplan tab. Click on the ‘Download 
Field Mapping’ button to download a CSV Blueprint file that includes all the columns that need to exist in the 
Import module. 

o This CSV Blueprint will be used to create the Import Source Module and related Action that imports into 
this module. Every column name in this file must be included in the target module. 

• Create a new module named “PI Results Import” 
o Select the “Accounts”/ “Leads” list as the rows and “Line Items” as the columns. 
o Copy and paste the CSV Blueprint file column names into the Line Items box. 

• Navigate to the Blueprint view for the PI Enrichment Export module 
o Change field settings to match input data from Predictive Insights platform. Most Indicator fields are 

Boolean although certain categorical fields such as Annual Revenue bands are text. Predictive Score is a 
number. Other fields are text. 

o Verify the name and data type of Predictive Insights input fields by in the CSV Blueprint file. 

• Open the CSV Blueprint file from the Predictive Insights platform. Save the file under a new name and delete all 
rows except for the header, leaving only the field names. 

• Return to the Grid view and select Data  Import. 

• Click “Upload New File” and upload the file containing the list of field names 

• Set Default File to Admins Only and click Next 

• Set up the column mapping. 
o The “Accounts” or “Leads” target column should be the code field used in previous steps, (e.g., Lead 

Email Address, Account ID, etc.). 
o The “PI Results Import Line Items” should be “Column Headers”. 

• Verify that the Line Items have mapped correctly. The system automatically maps the fields so long as the file 
headers match the module Line Items. 

• Click “Run Import” and verify that the action was saved in Anaplan. Name the action “PI_Enrichment_Import”. 

• Copy and Paste into the Import Action field in the Predictive Insights platform. Click Save and confirm that 
Market Integration is toggled ON. 

 
Initiate Integration and View Results 

• In Predictive Insights  Settings  External Platforms  Anaplan Integration Settings and click Run Integration 
Now to initialize the integration immediately. 

• Monitor the process via Model  History in Anaplan to track the execution of the import action. 

• Verify that the integration was successful by looking at the Results Import Module. 

 
Scoring and Enrichment with Multiple Markets 
• It may be useful to integrate multiple Predictive Insight Markets to the same Anaplan Model. For example, there 

may be different models for different customer segments (e.g., Geographic regions, Account Size, Product Type, 
etc.) 

• Each new market is integrated via a dedicated Import Action that populates its own module. Follow the steps 
outlined above to configure the Predictive Insights Market and Anaplan Import Action respectively.  

• Export Action can be reused between different markets provided that input fields for enrichment are identical, 
otherwise, Export Actions from Anaplan should be created to reflect differences between the markets. 
 

Scoring and Enrichment in Multi-Product Markets 
• Some Markets in Predictive Insights may be “Multi-Product” and provide multiple Predictive Rank and Score results 

in a single scoring and enrichment action. 

• The Import Module and associated Action must include columns for each products’ Predictive Score and Rank fields 
o For example, a Multi-Product Market will have an Import Module with multiple fields for Predictive Score 

and Rank: 
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Predictive Platform Model Set -up 

 
See the Training Videos and Modeling Guide for more detailed information. What follows is a simple setup description. 
 
As mentioned above, it’s suggested that data be pushed into Predictive Insights from the Anaplan model. Accounts roll 
up the Geo hierarchy configured within the Territory and Quota Planning model. Customer Accounts (wins), along with 
prospects, are imported into Anaplan along with any firmographic attributes. Be sure to populate the Account Code with 
a unique identifier.  
In order to score accounts, you need to create a model in Predictive Insights using the newly imported account data. 
Manual steps to accomplish this follow. 
 

 
 
Set up your Customer Account: Create a new password, if needed, and log into your account.  
 
Create a New Market: If this is a new Predictive Insights account, you’ll be asked to create a Market (name), which you 
create the model for. 
 
Data: Account data should include fields to identify the account as Existing (closed/won) which is the Positive List, and 
Opportunities (new prospects), known as the House List. It’s best to have separate files for each source type. Account 
Name should be provided and if possible, provide the account domain URL. This is known as Conversion data.  
 
Also include any other Interaction data if possible. For example, product(s) purchase history, or other behavioral data. 
During manual import, you’ll need to set up mapping from the source (export) to the target fields. When data is 
imported into Predictive Insights, it is validated, matched to Predictive Insights existing account data, and appended 
with all data that Predictive Insights has for that account record. 
 
Create Model: Select the model type—either single product or multiple products. A simple wizard walks you through 
this process. Machine Learning Algorithms are applied to accounts to identify top Intents based on third-party online 
digital footprints and are appended to account and opportunity data. Once indicators and intents are identified, 
additional optimization is performed via propensity modeling that applies additional machine learning Logistic 

https://anaplan.highspot.com/spots/5a514c3aaf772d27436d218f?list=5e4d8019a4dfa029ac5dd002
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Regression and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees. Final results are used to score and rank accounts. Once accounts are 
scored, account information is pulled back into the Anaplan model and used for analysis. 
 

 
 

See the Predictive Insights Modeling Guide  and the Integration Guide on Anaplan Community for more 

detailed information.  

 

Model and UX App Location 
 
SPM – Sales Capacity 
 
Model and App: Reach out to your assigned SC Support User to complete “Duplicate App” process for the model and 
corresponding UX App. 

 

https://community.anaplan.com/t5/Predictive-Insights/Predictive-Insights-Model-Building-Guide/ta-p/76969
https://community.anaplan.com/t5/Predictive-Insights/Predictive-Insights-Record-Scoring-and-Enrichment-in-Anaplan/ta-p/80711
https://us1a.app.anaplan.com/launchpad/nonpublic/AppInstallWorkspaceRedirect.action?appstoreAppGuid=8a81b01071b308720171bd26e7446ff8
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